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Learning Journal #11 

Week 11 at the Lane SBDC: 

Learning this week- This week I learned about the Lane SBDC’s readiness to take over the library system 

that I had set up. Some people were unaware that I was leaving. My impression is that some were 

expecting me to set into place a fully developed method for operating the system. I feel those using the 

system with need to make decisions based on the capabilities of the system as to how the want to use it 

for record keeping and circulation.  

Tuesday 05/27/2014- I worked on Facebook to extend engagement with other members. I created three 

new class evaluation files. I updated the 2014 Quotations file. I created new LandSBDC.com logos. Also, I 

share information about LibraryWorld with other team members.   

Activity: Honors classes 

 This course differs from non-Honors classes in that it focuses more on social issues and the 

development of critical thinking skills. Throughout the term I was encouraged to explore attitudes 

toward various social issues like diversity, organizational culture, and sustainability which are sometimes 

addressed in non-Honors classes, but in less depth. In non-Honors classes a subject is studied though it’s 

not always approached in terms of how that field developed, assumptions from within that field, and 

what has led to new insights. In this Honors course I was immersed in a professional environment and 

learned about operations from within while simultaneously considering the entities impact on the 

community. It seems to me that non-Honors classes are limited in that they do not consider a subject 

from a broad spectrum of perspectives to the degree that they are in this course.  

 Other honors courses I’ve taken have been of lecture and seminar format. In this course as with 

the others I’ve taken research and projects have been an important part of the learning process. 

However, presentation of my work has been quite different. In this course I have been reflecting on my 

development in order to express my work in terms of my own learning instead of presenting my work in 

terms of the information I’ve discovered. Also, engagement in the issues addressed throughout the term 

required self-direction. Other honors course seem to be designed to direct students to new ways of 

understanding concepts while this course offers  the tools to discover new insights through an array of 

potential sources depending on the students own interests and resourcefulness. 

 


